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Masterful Color will redefine the way you think about colored pencils. By employing classic
techniques such as tonal under painting, chiaroscuro and color layering, you will achieve a depth
and intensity of color that rivals the celebrated paintings of the Old Masters.15 step-by-step
demonstrations teach a classic approach to color, value and compositionfeatures a gorgeous
range of subject matter, from luscious fruits and flowers to shimmering porcelain, crystal, silver,
glass and moreall the lessons come together in a grand, start-to-finish painting demonstration,
from initial concept to final touches

About the AuthorArlene Steinberg holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts from Syracuse University. She
worked as a textile and wallpaper designer for more than 20 years before retiring and putting her
talents toward realistic painting with colored pencil. Her colored pencil paintings have won many
awards in regional and national exhibitions, and she has been published in American Artist
Drawing magazine. Arlene teaches in Long Island, New York, where she lives, as well as
nationally and in Canada. She and her friend Gemma Gylling run a web board, http://
www.scribbletalk.com, for artists who use drawing media. Visit her website at http://
arlenesteinberg.com/. Steinberg lives in Glen Head, New York.
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Kelly Cola, “probably the best color pencil book I've ever read, definitely one of top two.
Absolutely the top color pencil book I've ever read. I love photorealism and this book is
excellent. Author gives all kinds of tips and techniques I had not previously seen. I'm a totally
self-taught amateur artist, trying out color pencils for the first time in last few months. I've read
several very good color pencil books, but this one "takes the cake." BUY IT! I HIGHLY
recommend this book to anyone, whether expert or beginner, who wants to try color pencils. I
won't be without it now. Naturally, some things that this author covers are covered in other
books, but she really gives you so much.Be aware that this author prefers Prismacolor pencils
and Stonehenge paper, so if you want more information on other pencils or paper, try another
book. I personally also love "The Colored Pencil Painting Bible" as another excellent work.
Between the two books, I believe you can get any information you really need to do anything you
want with your color pencils.This book runs the gamut from basics, what you need to start
painting with color pencils, photography, working with reference photos, idea to paper, different
techniques on applying color pencils, composition guidelines, color and values,how to use a
grid, hues and color wheels, how to deterine values, training eyes to see color and value, how
color influences color, how the Masters used chiaroscuro, how to use imprimatura, grisaille
(which I'd never seen or heard of before), underpainting for color pencils, using grayed
complements for darker values, underpainting for richer reds, yellows, blues, greens, pinks and
peaches,(which nobody every showed me before) richer whites, grays and blacks, reflective
whites and metals, textures and patterns, lights and shadowns, using complemetns for more
color, seeing and painting objects through glass, reflections, cut crystal, backlit glass,
prismacolor color chart, line drawings to copy and paint using author's guidelines.Other books
give you an example: here is a pear, or an apple, or a flower, use these colors for it. This author
gives you examples of how to use underpainting for varioud colors, so when you get into a new
situation, or a new object, you will KNOW what to use to make that color really stand out!
Nobody else has done that in any other book that i've seen so far. Maybe someone else does,
but I'm not aware of it.Also, this is first author who ever said to sharpen pencil 'at least every one
minute" and tells why and when you can use blunt tip pencil. Others asy to have a sharp pencil,
but not how often to sharpen, nor why. She shows "pressure scale" and tells how to use that, lots
of light layers, impress fine lines and dots before adding color, blending, color gradation. unlike
many color pencil artists, she works from dark to light instead of vice versa. Tells why doing
background first is important.  Fabulous book.”

John Morgan, “Under painting explained. Arlene Steinberg brings a clever old-school sensitivity
or her colored pencil technique. By old school, I mean really old school, as in the old masters.
She tackles a perennial problem in colored pencil work (and many other painting media): how do
you make a shadow value for a yellow or other light colored tone? The grade school trick of



simply pressing harder to produce a darker tone obviously won't work--there's no such thing as
dark yellow. The trick of adding black over the shadowed part has obvious drawbacks, most
notably changing the hue and making the picture drab.Steinberg's solution is to borrow from the
old masters. They used the strategy of under painting the shadows, painting in the shadow color
before applying the main color. But what shadow color to choose? The key is complementary
colors, if you pair the main color with its complement, you get gray or brown, precisely what you
want to create a shadow. Overweight the main color, say yellow, and you end up, remarkably,
with "dark yellow", precisely what the goal was.Armed with this technique, Steinberg then
demonstrates its application extensively, showing its use on some of the toughest surfaces:
white, metals, cut glasss, and so forth. These are remarkable demonstrations.The book is
marred, however, by boring and, at times, inscrutable text. This is especially problematic with the
step by step instructions for completing each of the demonstrations. Each step tends to involve
many tasks, which are described vaguely. This is especially problematic since the work is often
highly detailed and the images small, meaning that the text is critical to figuring out what to do.
There are also minor factual errors. For instance, her shortcut version of the golden section
simply omits or distorts many of the key focal locations that make the golden section unique. In
effect, her golden section is simply a center biased version of the rule of thirds, far from the
intent of the classical Greeks.”

Rachel, “Helpful to have at home.. I got used book and regret it.., but I wish I got new book....
Used book looks like dog was chewing it on corners.The book itself is helpful and ok.I like it - it
has step by step of process work images to demonstrate the art work.”

CSB, “Good book for intermediate to experienced artists. I recently started working with colored
pencils and purchased a number of books on the subject including Arlene Steinberg's book. Ms.
Steinberg's technique is based on the style of the old masters in which you use an underpainting
to establish your subject's dark and light values. To achieve this Ms. Steinberg uses
complements for the underpainting. So if you are painting a tomato, you start with greens for
your underpainting and then layer with reds. The result is a richly colored painting reminiscent of
the work of the old masters. The first few chapters of the book cover much of the same
information you will find in other colored pencil books -- materials needed, types of colored
pencils, composition, etc. One of the most difficult things to learn in colored pencils is how to
apply the color to your surface. Ms. Steinberg's section on applying colored pencil is one of the
best descriptions I have found in any book. The key to applying colored pencil successfully is all
in the pressure and she explains that very well. The step-by-step demonstrations in the book will
help you understanding the concept of underpainting in colored pencils. In all, I would
recommend this book for a more experienced colored pencil artist who wants to learn how to
apply classical techniques to colored pencils.”



Mrs Y M Lilley, “Coloured pencil book. I bought this book even though I am not new to coloured
pencil. I still found things to learn from it, blending and overlaying cololurs and compositions
etc. I would recommend this book for beginners or those with a certain amount of knowledge of
coloured pencil.”

Anjie -Su, “Glad I've bought this.. I have lots of books on coloured pencil,this one is excellent and
well worth adding to my collection.It was supplied quickly too.I've already followed some of the
exercises and found them very helpful.”

Jane, “Be inspired!. Very informative and helpful book, however for those of us using different
pencils it would have been helpful to have had a small colour sample alongside the names of
shades. I have found that a lot of coloured pencil books are the same.Wonderful examples
though of what can be done using pencils.  I'm inspired!”

Alan Savage, “Four Stars. Informative with lots of projects.”

designerliz, “Very nice. Lovely book recommend to people that have some knowledge.”

The book by Arlene Steinberg has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 185 people have provided feedback.
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